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ABSTRACT
This work proposes a novel 3D Deformation Signature (3DS)
to represent a 3D deformation signal for 3D Dynamic Face
Recognition. 3DS is computed given a non-linear 6D-space
representation which guarantees physically plausible 3D deformations. A unique deformation indicator is computed per
triangle in a triangulated mesh as a ratio derived from scale
and in-plane deformation in the canonical space. These indicators, concatenated, construct the 3DS for each temporal
instance. There is a pressing need of non-intrusive bio-metric
measurements in domains like surveillance and security.
By construction, 3DS is a non-intrusive facial measurement
that is resistant to common security attacks like presentation, template and adversarial attacks. Two dynamic datasets
(BU4DFE and COMA) were examined, in a standard classification framework, to evaluate 3DS. A first rank recognition
accuracy of 99.9%, that outperforms existing literature, was
achieved. Assuming an open-world setting, 99.97% accuracy
was attained in detecting unseen distractors.
Index Terms— 3D Dynamic Face Recognition, 3D Deformation Signature, Lie Groups
1. INTRODUCTION
In the need of non-intrusive bio-metric measurements [1],
Face Recognition (FR) comes as a pioneer. It is the main
player in domains like entertainment (e.g., virtual reality),
surveillance (e.g., identification) and security (e.g., banking).
It has also found its way to the mobile world by unlocking
portable devices.
Although conventional 2D FR using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has shown great performance, it is still
prone to failures due to changed skin texture from the effects
caused by make-up, illumination, pose and scale changes [2].
3D FR has a great potential to address these limitations. Extending 2D deep architectures to 3D is not directly applicable as 3D facial data have their own characteristics defined
by geometry and shape. 3D FR has gained large popularity
by exploiting local [3], global [4] or hybrid 3D facial features [5]. It has been also recently addressed by means of deep
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learning [6]. There are many surveys in literature reporting
progress on FR [7, 8]. We herein present the most relevant
works, specifically using 3D Morphable Models (3DMMs).
A 3DMM constructs and fits a 3D face model to the input
face. FR is then based on matching the model features between different instances. This work is compared to the works
of [5, 4, 6] in Section 4 which are briefly described here.
Mian et al. [5] proposed a multimodal (2D and 3D) FR
algorithm that requires a hybrid matching to handle facial expressions (FE). It used 3D Spherical Face Representation with
the 2D Scale-Invariant Feature Transform descriptor to build a
rejection classifier. A multi-region based matching approach
was used to process the remaining faces to further handle FE.
In order to improve the accuracy, the matching engines were
fused. The 3D FR in [4], fitted Keypoints to the input face and
divided it into regions. Both the complete face and the regions
were used. Facial deformations resulted into duplication in
the corresponding points between the different templates. In
order to mitigate the deformations effect, they had to remove
these points in the fitting process. The work of [6] proposed
a deep architecture to learn 3D facial features. Each 3D Point
Cloud (PC) was used to generate an image with 3-channels
from three different fitting operations. The first channel is
the depth image which is generated by fitting a surface to the
3D PC. The second and third channels are formed by doing
a similar fit but to estimate the spherical azimutal and zenital
surfaces given the 3D PC normals. The final 3-channel image
is then normalized and rendered as an RGB image. The nose
tip is then detected by passing the image through a landmark
identification network to crop and downsample a square face
in which the nose tip is centered.
There is a number of security issues related to FR like
presentation [9], template [10] and adversarial [11] attacks
which especially arise in deep learning based FR systems [8].
A common issue to these systems, which enables these attacks, is that the facial appearance can be recovered given the
stolen deep feature template. This loss of data raises privacy
concerns as sensitive data can be predicted like gender, age,
race or even genetic information [12]. The proposed 3D deformation signature (3DS) naturally faces these challenges as
it does not reveal facial appearance features and does not enable 3D facial recovery.
The proposed work poses the FR problem from a defor-

mation point of view. Given the shape and geometry of a 3D
face going under deformation (e.g., saying a pangram which
uses every letter of an alphabet at least once), that face will
exhibit a unique temporal deformation signal compared to another 3D face experiencing a similar temporal deformation.
This assumption is an extension from static 2D/3D FR to 3D
dynamic FR. Hence, the way any 3D face deforms is unique
given its shape and geometry. The proposed 3DS is defined in
terms of a robust non-linear 6D-space representation [13, 14]
which guarantees, by construction, physically plausible 3D
deformations. The contribution of this work is a novel 3DS
for a temporal face sequence instance. As 3DS does not reveal facial appearance features , by construction, it is resistant
to common security attacks that arise in deeply learned architectures. The proposed 3DS turns the complex facial temporal
expressions from a face recognition barrier to a key factor in
the recognition process.
Section 2 presents basic mathematical background and the
proposed method is explained in Section 3. Section 4 shows
and discusses the 3DS validation experiments and finally Section 5 concludes the work.

nant. GA and SO(3) are subgroups of the general linear
group GL(3) of degree 3 which has the set of (3×3) real nonsingular matrices and the standard matrix multiplication operation. The two elements A ∈ GA and S ∈ GS act on a canonical triangle C which is represented as [v1 − v0 , v2 − v0 ] =
[(x1 , 0, 0), (x2 , y2 , 0)] such that x1 > 0, x2 ∈ R and y2 > 0.
There is a unique (A, S) ∈ GA × GS such that C2 = ASC1 ,
where C1 and C2 are canonical triangles. A rotation matrix
RC ∈ SO(3) can be used to find C, C = RC T , where T is
any triangle. The group (R, A, S) has 6 degrees of freedom:
1 for S, 2 for A and 3 for R and the triangle deformation
group GT is defined as the set of R, A and S which is the
direct product of SO(3), GA and GS .
3. PROPOSED 3D DEFORMATION SIGNATURE 3DS
Given an input 3D face with N triangles, Ti , i = 1, .., N ,
each Ti can be converted to its canonical state Tic by applying
a multiplication of Ric ∈ SO(3). Hence, Tic = Ric Ti , and the
deformed triangle Dic in its canonical state is then:
Dic = ASRic Ti

2. 3D TRIANGLE DEFORMATION
The proposed deformation signature needs to be computed
from a 3D triangulated mesh after being fitted to an input temporal instance. Thanks to this fitting step, there is a full correspondence between the input temporal sequence instances
as the input stream is registered to a common reference topology. The 3D fitting to a triangulated mesh can be achieved
from different input modalities like 2D [15], 3D [16, 17] or a
combination of them [18].
A 3D face represented by a triangulated mesh contains N
triangles. In this work, 3D triangulated meshes are described
using the Lie Bodies manifold representation [13, 14] which
defines a deformation that does not suffer from the possibility
of having negative determinants, unlike Euclidean deformations, which represent non-physical deformations. Without
loss of generality, any non-degenerate triangle can be represented by its edge matrix [v1 − v0 , v2 − v0 ] ∈ R3x2 where
{v0 , v1 , v2 } ⊂ R3 are its vertices. A deformation F ∈ R3×3
applied to a triangle T is not unique as the deformed triangle
D = F T has six constraints only.
In Lie Bodies representation [13], the deformation takes
place in a non-linear 6D-space. The deformation F starts by
applying an isotropic scaling followed by an in-plane deformation and a 3D rotation. These three deformation components impose a group structure. The isotropic scaling GS ,
with a standard multiplication operation, denotesR+ . Thein1 U
plane deformation GA is defined as GA {A =
:
0 L
U ∈ R, L > 0}. and the rotation special orthogonal group
SO(3) of degree 3 is defined as SO(3) = {R : RT R =
I, det(R) = +1} where det(·) denotes the matrix determi-

(1)

Given that (A, S) is unique in GA × GS , our insight is that
(A, S) gives a unique description for Dic if deformed from
a common reference. In order to get a geometrical understanding, let us assume that Tic = [(x1 , 0, 0), (x2 , y2 , 0)] =
[(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0)]. Using Tic in equation (1), Dic will be:
Dic = [(xc1i , 0, 0), (xc2i , y2ci , 0)]

(2)

From [13], S will be:
(Dic )

S = ||v1
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||/||v1
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and the parameters U and L will be:
(D c )

(T c )

(T c )

(D c )

U = (v2x i − v2xi )/v2yi = v2x i
and

(D c )

(T c )
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L = v2y i /v2y i = v2y i

(4)

(5)

Dividing S in equation (3) by L in equation (5), gives an
aspect ratio of a hypothetical ellipse which has its axes as
(D c )
(D c )
||v1 i || and |v2y i |:
(Dic )

S/L = ||v1

(D c )

||/v2y i

(6)

The ratio S/L in equation (6) is unique as long as (A, S) is
unique which is guaranteed by construction [13].
The constructed 3DS is the concatenation of the 3D facial deformation ratios S/L (or a subset region of interest
(ROI) of the 3D face) given a single triangle reference (e.g
T Ref = Tic = [(x1 , 0, 0), (x2 , y2 , 0)] = [(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0)]).
This signature describes the 3D deformation from a given

Fig. 1. Geometrical description of the 3D Deformation Signature (3DS) based on Lie Bodies representation. The ratio computed
per deformed triangle can be seen as an aspect ratio of a hypothetical ellipse which axes are in terms of scale and in-plane
deformation. Deformation from X to Y is adapted from [13].
triangle reference T Ref at a specific instant in time. Figure 1 shows a graphical geometrical description of the constructed 3DS signature per triangle. The recognition pipeline
starts by fitting a 3D common facial template to any 2D [15],
3D [16, 17] or a hybrid [18] input. This will neutralize problems like static 2D/3D face appearance change due to external
conditions. This fitting can overcome problems related to partial and noisy data [16, 17, 18, 15]. 3DS forms a rich identity
based on deformation description. By construction, it can not
be decoded into facial appearance features or used to reconstruct the 3D input face which makes it resistant to common
security attacks. The canonical triangular reference, the 3D
model size and the used mesh triangulation can be changed
without restriction as will be examined in the next section.
Although the method is proposed for 3D FR, it is directly
applicable in any other dynamic triangulated deformation related applications assuming a first fitting step.

3D Fitting Method
Full Head [17]
3D Face [17]
3D Face [16]

Rank-1 Recognition Accuracy
99.90%
99.30%
99.90%

Table 1. Using proposed 3DS, the table compares the computed Rank-1 recognition accuracy using different 3D fitting
methods [16, 17] on the dynamic COMA dataset [20].
3D FR Method
MMH (2D + 3D) [5]
K3DM (3D) [4]
FR3DNetF T (3D) [6]
Proposed (3D)

Rank-1 Recognition Accuracy
94.20%
96.00%
98.00%
99.98%

Table 2. Comparison of 3DS with state-of-art methods on
the dynamic BU4DFE dataset. The literature accuracy is reported as given in [6].

4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experiments were performed on BU4DFE [19] and
COMA [20] as they have dynamic (3D + time) data and
contain extreme expressions that give a rich space of deformations. Testing only on these datasets employs a closedworld assumption where there is a closed set of people to
be identified. In order to touch on an open-world assumption, where there are thousands of distractors that shall be
rejected, BU3DFE [21] were employed to act as distractors.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to report
results on 3D FR 1) using such large variation in expressions
and long dynamic sequences like COMA and 2) testing a
real world assumption on thousands of distractors without
any earlier presentation of them. The experiments examine the robustness of the proposed 3DS for 3D dynamic FR.
The extreme facial deformations in COMA and BU4DFE
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed 3DS in describing
the space of deformations. The experiments also show the

independence of 3DS of any input 3D triangulated mesh by
fitting two different templates using two different methods as
shown in Table 1. In order to learn the space of deformations,
the default settings using an error-correcting output codes
(ECOC) classification model in MATLAB are used [22]. No
hyper-parameter optimization is performed to emphasize the
robustness of 3DS independent from the learning model. The
reported results show a 1-rank 10-fold cross-validated recognition accuracy of 99.98% for BU4DFE and up to 99.90% for
COMA, see Tables 1 and 2. Confusion matrix of recognising
COMA using a 3D fitted face template [16] are reported in
Figure 2. Table 2 shows the 1-rank recognition accuracy
of [5, 4, 6] and the proposed method. In contrast to the 3D
FR algorithms reported in [5, 4] and [6], the proposed 3D
FR pipeline does not require heavy preprocessing or complex
matching and fusion steps. Only a single 3D face template
fitting step is required to be applied to the input. To extend
our work using the open-world assumption akin to [23, 6],
the BU3DFE individual fitted 2500 3D frames, using [16],
were introduced as distractors to the learned ECOC models
on BU4DFE and COMA as shown in Table 3. Although [6]
were the first to report results given this assumption, they had
to fine-tune the network using their large test-set which violates the open-world assumption where the distractors should
have been never seen [23]. In our experiments, BU3D was
never been seen by the learned models. The reported results
emphasize the robustness of 3DS and encourages an extension to voting of multiple instances or a dedicated verification
step.
To examine the flexibility of applying 3DS, it was examined to two different meshing with different sizes. The
COMA full head 3D fitted template has 9976 triangles and its
face region contains 6526 triangles. The reduced recognition
accuracy is about 0.6% but it is due to excluding deformation
features in the other regions. The other template fitted to both
BU4DFE and COMA has 9050 triangles. The reduced recognition accuracy between both datasets is about 0.08% which
is due to having extreme expressions in COMA. In general,
the reduction in accuracy can be neglected especially if voting of the recognized input temporal frames is employed or an
extra verification step is added. It shall be noted that the 3DS
is computed in parallel as it is triangle dependent. The 3DS
computed for a complete frame takes less than two milliseconds on an intel core i7 processor. It can be speed up using
a GPU implementation. Hence, it can be easily extended to
embedded systems.
The main limitation of the proposed 3DS is that its quality can be affected by possible failures of the 3D fitting step.
However, this may have a limited effect given the advances
in literature related to 3D fitting algorithms. The robustness
of the existing methods and parallel nature of the 3DS computation shall even enable 3D FR from different platforms.

Fig. 2. The confusion matrix of COMA 12 persons recognition using the 3D face fitted template [16].

Datasets
BU4DFE
COMA

Distractors Rank-1 Recognition Accuracy
99.70%
99.46%

Table 3. Testing the BU3DFE 2500 computed 3DS, fitted
using [16], as distractors on BU4DFE and COMA learned
ECOC models.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel 3D Deformation Signature (3DS)
for 3D objects deformation from triangulated meshes for 3D
dynamic face recognition. The 3DS is computed based on a
robust non-linear 6D-space representation which guarantees
by construction physically plausible 3D deformations. The
3DS is then computed for a 3D fitted triangulated mesh where
a unique value is computed per triangle deformation given a
canonical reference. These values are concatenated to form
the 3DS per temporal instance. The space of temporal deformations is then learned in an ECOC classification model.
Neither hyper-parameters optimization nor special settings to
be adapted for the employed model were required to learn the
space of deformations. The 1-rank recognition accuracy on
BU4DFE and COMA is 99.98% and 99.90%, respectively,
which outperforms current state of art. Assuming an openworld setting, up to 99.70% distractors were identified. The
results are well supported by the confusion matrices which
report few false positives out of tens of thousands temporal
frames. The proposed 3DS, by construction, can not be decoded into facial appearance features or used to reconstruct
the input 3D face. Hence, it enables natural resistance to common security attacks.
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